Workplace Management Services

Shiftwise, a HASC Endorsed Business Partner, delivers leading-edge workforce management Software as a Service (SaaS) that is easy to implement and use. Its software applications provide a host of powerful workforce management tools that result in improved fill rates, lower costs and higher quality of staff.

Shiftwise Advantages:

- Staff Scheduling: Automate staffing, scheduling, credentialing, timekeeping and more
- Vendor Management (VMS): Automate scheduling and other management functions for all health care staffing agency vendor employees, both clinical and non-clinical. And, Shiftwise’s VMS is vendor neutral.
- Time and Attendance: Eliminate paper timecards
- Credentials Management: Upload, track, and simplify the management of all your staff certifications, credentials and documents online

To learn more about Shiftwise visit: shiftwise.com
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